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Whenever it comes to talks about Great Britain almost everyone has heard about the Queen (now 
the King), Buckingham Palace, Windsor Castle and the Tower, let alone Big Ben. 

     
You don't even have to be there yourself, but you just know the sights. And of course you heard 
about the Guards in their red picturesque uniforms, standing around Buckingham Palace and 
Windsor Castle just to entertain the millions of tourists coming to London over a year. 
WRONG! The Guards are not there for your fun. Know it. Respect it.

And then, when you can manage a visit to London you will observe so many dumb nuts who love 
provoking the royal guards in a bid to get them smile. But the attempts are in vain. No matter how 
many jokes you make or photos you take the royal guards’ somber expression won’t crack. Well, at 
least in 99 % of all cases. And if you don't come too close the them. 

And why do some tourists act in this way? Because they don't know it better and moreover they 
don't really know who these men are. Admittedly, the Guards are worth a photo or video, and they 
are picturesque. But again: they are not there for you entertainment. 

Let's have a quick look on the King's Guards. 

Do you see this bunch of gentlemen in red uniforms? Don't they look impressive? 
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Well, actually these are the same guys:  

Be under no illusion, the Guards and all other ceremonial troops are experienced combat veterans 
and will use lethal force without hesitation if required to defend his Majesty, the Palace and other 
locations. 

Did you know? People lacking respect to the duties and tasks of the Royal
Guards by touching or imitating them and generally show a bad behaviour
along with low emotional threshold, the Guards simply name them „Karen“,
or „Ken“ if male. 

What happens when tourists get too cocky? 

Remember, Guards are active soldiers and certainly have rules of 
conduct. But they are authorized to defend the Soverein, the Palace and 
other royal locations by any means necessary. Guards are authorized to 
restrain you, slap you and punch you. The means also includes the use 
of rifles and bayonets if need be. Luckily, nobody has really provoked a 
Guard to this extent, but there are Kens and Karens who have been 
given a hard shove. 
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Guards don't carry decorative weapons while on duty.  

The signature weapon of the Queen's Guards is the
SA 80 rifle, developed by H + K, Germany. Guards 
may carry a loaded and locked rifle - or not. 

If their rifle is unloaded while on post, they will carry 
a 30 rounds magazin hidden which will be attached 
to the weapon in seconds if warrant.

Quite often and depending on the location of the posts the visitor 
will observe mounted, uncovered bayonets on the SA 80. 

Again, the Kings' Guards do not only have them mounted, they 
are more than familar and skilled in the use of them. Whenever 
you see a King's Guard please always remember that you are 
looking at a well-trained active infantry man who may retaliate 
without hesitation once being assaulted or when the sovereign is 
endangered.  

This also applies to the Horse Guards you can hardly miss while
staying in London. These soldiers are fitted with swords rather than
rifles and no, the swords are also no decorative arms. 

The Horse Guards are easily recognisable by their tunics, which are
either blue (Royal) or red (Life Guards).

The King's real and only bodyguard are the mounted boys at the
entrance to Horse Guards, the main entrance to Buckingham Palace
and St. Jame's Palace. 
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But let's get back to the red ones. I'd like to summarise the questions I am frequently asked by 
students and adults during the tuitions and try to give short and appropriate answers.  

The King's Guards are not the Sovereign's Life Guards.  

It is commonly believed, but not true. 
The famous Palace Guards with the red jackets and flurry hats are 
not the Queen's Life Guards. The King's Life Guards are cavalry, while 
the King's Guards are infantry units. 

It's the Foot Guards who are wearing red tunics and bearskins guarding
Buckingham Palace and St. James Palace in London. 

Five contingents of the British Army form the King's Foot Guards as shown here: 

                               

Soldiers of these units simply apply for the position as a Guard. If their military record and their 
flawless background looks suitable enough for the Household Division they then get tested and 
checked. The very first test is a tedious PC test lasting around an hour or so. 
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King's Foot Guards

The
Grenadier Guards

The
Coldstream Guards

The
Scots Guards

The
Irish Guards

The
Welsh Guards
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Should there be a vital interest on behalf of the Household Division, the potential Guard will be 
invited for further surveys and screens, e. g. analytical thinking, deductive reasoning, logic test. 

Having passed this the physical and combat fitness test follows
suit. The British Army Recruit Battery test (BARB) lasts 2 complete
days. But even when you passed all these tests and your personal
hight shows anything under at least 5' 11“ - your show is done.
Period. Hight is a major k.o. criteria. And only males are accepted.

The risk of failure is pretty high but once approved the successful
candidate might get an initial 6 month's engagement where he
gets focused for the service. The soldier agrees to a rolling system
where he can be returned to active military service in his unit
before he joins the Houshold Division again after a certain time. 

It's a prejudice to believe that Guards are 24 hours on duty, still standing, without any emotion. 
A Guard is on duty for 24 up to 48 hours before being relieved by the following regiment. During his 

shift, a Guard keeps watch for 2 hours, after which he is allowed to rest for 4 hours. 
He then is on watch again for 2 hours before his day is done. 

As a matter of fact, standing still for a very long time has serious impacts on your 
health! Some people may think Guards aren’t allowed to move at all, but that’s 
simply untrue. On the contrary it is mandatory to move in order to prevent fainting 
as the blood gets down to the man's legs. But the only movements allowed while on 
watch are to turn to the left, march about 10 paces, stop, turn around, and go back 
to standing still. To avoid health problems the Guard should repeat it every 10 to 15 
minutes. But even in the greatest heat a Guard is by no means allowed to wipe 
away sweat from his face and eyes. 

They are also authorized to talk even to tourists and specially to Kens and Karens – 
but we consider it as yelling. 

What about toilet breaks?
No way during the 2 hour's watch! The King’s Guards are so dedicated to their 
position that they can’t even leave their post for a toilet break while they're on duty.

This particular situation is trained best during the 6 month's initial special treatment. 

When talking to the Guard's dressing we remark the very high black flurry
headdress and the red uniform. The „high black flurry hat“ is called
„Bearskins“. Nothing else! 

Bearskins came up to the infantry later in the 18th and during the Napoleon
wars in the 19th  century. Bearskins made the British and French grenadiers
appear taller and were considered really intimidating. 
Another function of the bearskin was to protect the grenadiers heads from
cavalry sword blows in a battle as cavalry troopers always aim for the head
first.
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The way Guards fasten their bearskins is absolutely different to soldiers with modern combat 
helmets, fixed with chin straps. It really looks wrong.  

Fastening the heavy and tall bearskin with a chinstrap would kill a 
soldier whenever his head drops backwards due to combat action that 
snaps the soldier's neck. 

Therefore, however, until today bearskins are secured by a massive 
curb chain straight under the lip of the Guard. This placing of the strap 
provides the bearskin to get off the head if hit but without breaking the
soldier's neck. 

The bearskin is not really the skin of a bear, or is it?
All efforts to substitute the original bearskin with artficial or synthetic furs failed so far. So the 
answer is yes, real bearskins. An entire new bear skin of the Canadian Brown Bear is needed for 
each new hat, costing around £ 1,350, as the Houshold Division stated some time ago.  As bears are
not killed on the daily to serve the need of the military, we shouldn't worry. The existing bearskins 
are treated with utmost care so that they can be passed on in perfect condition resulting in an 
expectancy of roughly 40 years.

Please allow me a private, personal comment: 
No matter, a rare female bear has to die sometime. Not for food, but for a real questionable use of a
single ingredient.  Tradition and real history are surely worth to be kept. But to sacrifice wildlife for 
fashion / common affairs / military is simply disgusting. Find either suitable alternatives or stop the 
tradition and move it to a museum. Tradition should never reign above animals.

Comparison of military headdresses: 
        

      

Type:
German

steelhelmet
M35    WW II

German
steelhelmet 

Bundeswehr M62

German combat
helmet M92

Bearskin

Height: approx. 7 in / 18 cm 18 in / 46 cm

Weight: 
approx. 2,9 lbs

= 1,3 kg
approx. 3,1 lbs

= 1,4 kg
approx. 15 lbs
= 7 kg (dry)
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And finally a word on the Guards uniforms.  
The colour of the tunic is called blood-red. It is said that wounds or injuries in battle were not visible
at first sight which may confused the enemy. The Household Ministry claims some time ago, red was
decided in those old days as it was the cheapest and always available colour. Both explanations are 
not really satisfying, but I have no other clues why the tunics are red. 

There two occasions where tourists won't see red tunics, in August as fairly often other regiments 
take over duties and in wet or cold weather the Guards wear grey coats. 

 

All pictures are mine unless otherwise indicated. Pictures that are not my own were extracted from various publications issued by
Household Division The British Army – The King's Guard
projectbritain.com Daily Mail 
army.mod.uk Observer
warhistoryonline.com Guardian
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